Feature movies are a medium, an art and a business. Each of these elements plays a role. As a medium, movies represent ideas through the codes and conventions of sound and moving image. As art, they make personal and cultural statements to their audiences. As businesses, they create work for their creators and profits for their investors and distributors.
1. The movie begins with Max chasing a dog around a house. 2. Max builds a snow fort/igloo. 3. He unsuccessfully invites Claire, his sister, to come and see it. 4. He marches with and orders around imaginary friends. 5. He attacks Claire's friends with snowballs, and is overwhelmed by their counterattack. 6. He attacks Claire's bedroom, shredding a valentine he made for her, and dumping snow on her bed and floor. 7. Max plays with a toy boat while lying in bed. 8 . He looks at a city built from paper tubes. 9. He looks at a globe that has a plaque on it that reads, "Max's world." 10. His mother arrives home and they clean up Claire's room. 11. Max dictates a story to his mother about a vampire that breaks its teeth while biting a walking skycraper. 12. Max looks out the classroom window at the sun as his teacher describes its ultimate death and the resulting death of earth. 13. He plays and wrestles with friends. 14. He invites his mother to come and see his bedroom fort, but she declines, busy with her boyfriend and dinner preparations. 15. When Max yells, "Feed me, woman!" she orders him off the counter, then drags him down, telling him that he is 'out of control.' 16. As he runs out the door, Max shouts, "It's not my fault!"
B. A Child's Eye View
Spike Jonze, the film director, especially wanted Where the Wild Things Are to represent a child's point of view. He wanted the movie to seem like a child's story told by a child through a child's eyes. He designed the movie very carefully to achieve this feeling.
Consider each of the following movie elements and explain how well they helped you understand and appreciate Max's point of view. 1. The movie was photographed using a hand-held camera most of the time. 2. Many of the shots were so close that viewers could not see a whole Wild Thing, but only a portion. 3. The music included children's voices and used acoustic instruments. 4. The film from the island scenes was underexposed, resulting in desaturated colours and deep shadows. 5. Smoke was pumped into the air that masked distant objects. 6. The colour palette was mostly earth tones, containing various shades of gray-brown with few reds, blues or yellows. 
C. Being Max

F. Violence in Where The Wild Things Are
The Wild Things have jaws that bite and claws that catch. They throw large objects, including one another. They jump on top of one another, and can punch holes in trees and walls. They can topple large trees, almost crushing one another. They can even tear each other apart. And they can eat children.
Because these actions and threats occur frequently on screen, Where the Wild Things Are has a feeling of constant danger-mortal danger-for Max.
As a result of its dangerous atmosphere, some people might feel that Where the Wild Things Are should not be seen by children. They might feel that children will be scared by the Wild Things' appearances, voices and actions. They might even fear that watching the movie will cause nightmares.
Some of these concerns were voiced when Maurice Sendak's book appeared in 1963. Defenders claimed that the book was important because it honestly acknowledged children's feelings and fears, something quite rare in children's books of the time. They cited the fact that, despite the underlying violence, Max was able to confront and control the Wild Things. The book became popular and has remained so for almost 50 years. 
H. Wild Things Everywhere
The tag line of the movie is 'There's one in all of us.'
Are there wild things in each of us? …in EVERYONE?
Where ARE the wild things?
Which of the wild things (KW, Carol, Judith, Ira, Alexander, The Bull, Douglas) are in you?
